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spots of the land. During the years of the war the Government
had imported into the borough many thousands of men for the
manufacture of armaments. When it no longer needed them it
left them more or less a burden on the local rates. It was no
discredit to Captain Gee, the sitting member, that his experience
was not equal to the situation which had arisen, or that he had lost
favour in the constituency. His powers lay in other directions,
and whenever he ceased trying to be a politician he was an entirely
companionable man. At the very beginning of the campaign I
appealed to my supporters to give him a courteous and attentive
hearing, but afterwards I never again mentioned his name, or in
any way referred to him. This neglect forced him to deal with
political rather than with personal matters, and long before the
day of the election he had been reduced to incoherence and tedious
repetition. The constituency returned to its old allegiance to the
Labour Party, and elected me by a majority of nearly five thousand
votes.
I have elsewhere endeavoured to describe the emotions of a
thoughtful man on the day when, for the first time, he becomes a
member of the British Parliament, and the thrill that he feels when
he makes his first appearance at its doors.1 ' If the new member
is a normal healthy human being, possessing some knowledge of
the history of his country and the place of Parliament in its wonder-
ful story, he will probably regard this as the greatest day of his life.
. . . The majesty of the place, and what it has meant in British
history may arouse in him a keen desire to be worthy of its great
traditions: he may even feel moved to take the boots from his feet.
In Westminster Hall, through which he passes, Charles the First
was tried and sentenced, Warren Hastings faced his judges, and
StraiFord was impeached. Its walls saw the installation of Crom-
well as Lord Protector, and the trial and acquittal of the seven
bishops in the reign of James the Second. Charles the First passed
through it when he made the historic attempt to arrest the five
members of Parliament. . . . Near by, Titus Gates and Wilkes
did penance for their faults or convictions, and Raleigh "with a
quiet and dignified humour" met his death in 1618. Every stone
and corridor will remind him of the past and, as he enters into the
House of Commons itself, he will reflect that here were heard the
mighty voice of Gladstone, the pure diction of Bright, and the
flowery rhetoric of Disraeli. . . . If our new member is not moved
1 Daily Life in Parliament.

